Changes to the SPSS Tabulation Syntax (March, 7 2007)

**NU.5**

Changed
/title
"Table NU.5: Iodized salt consumption" "Percentage of households consuming *adequately* iodized salt, Country, Year"
/caption
"*MICS indicator 41".
to
/title
"Table NU.5: Iodized salt consumption" "Percentage of households consuming *adequately* iodized salt, Country, Year"
/caption
"*MICS indicator 41".

**CH.6**

changed
variable label ari "Had acute *respiratory* infection".
to
variable label ari "Had acute *respiratory* infection".

**CH.7**

changed
variable label ari "Had acute *respiratory* infection".
to
variable label ari "Had acute *respiratory* infection".

**EN.10**

changed
recode WS7 (11,12,12,21,22,31 = 0) (else = 100) into Isanit.
to
recode WS7 (11,12,13,21,22,31 = 0) (else = 100) into Isanit.
MORT_E

changed
if (BH9U = 2) ageatdth = BH9U.
if (BH9U = 3) ageatdth = BH9U*12.
to
if (BH9U = 2) ageatdth = BH9N.
if (BH9U = 3) ageatdth = BH9N*12.